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Transition into JUnior High School

Abstract,

Systematic changes in their classroom environments occur

when ,students Make the transition from upper-elementary to

iunior hir' school . Students typically experience a

1

transition from a self-contained classroom to

,departmentalized instruction in junior high school; they

often also experience a transition from heterogeneous to

homogeneous, Ability-grouped clssrooms in junior high

school. Effects of these environmental changes on students'

social comparison of abilities and achievement-related

beliefs and values in mathematics are examined for a sample

of 291 students in 14 upper - elementary. and junior high

school classrooms. Certain social comparison behaviors

increase when the school transition occurs and are higher in

heterogeneous compared to homogeneous, ability-grouped-

junior high school cl'assrooms. Other social comparison

behaviors are affected in quite different ways at the school

transition. Self-concept of math ability and math value

&cline at the school transition. Implications of these

trends for long-term persistence in mathematics and

suggestions for future research are discussed.
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Students experience many systematic changes in their
LI

classroom environments when ,they make the transition froM an

upper elementary 'classroom to junior high school (Brophy &

ET 'rtson, 1978; Eccles, Midgley, & Adler, in press).

Typically, stUdenti experience a transition from an

elementary school clasiroom taught by a single teacher to a

junior high. school with departmentalized instruction: In

addition, students frequently experience a transition from

elementary schools where studepts are not assigned to

separate classrooms on the basis of ability to junior high

schools where between-classroom grouping by ability is

.practiced. Effects of these environmental Oanges on

students' social comparison of abilities and achievement-

related beliefs and values in mathematics will be examined

here.

tfiA914_21....thescile21transition on social0111PAtiaga.01
4

abilities

When entrance into'junior high school marks a

transition from a self-contained elementary classroom to a

junior high school where different teachers'Iinstruct

students in different subject areas, increased social

comparison of abiliti s among students may be expected in

/7junior high school.

/

This, increase in social comparison may

be,expected because of new student-teacher relationships and

new student-peer relationships in junior high school.
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In the,first place, compared to teachers in anon-
,

1

departmentalized elementarer school, .teachers in a

departmentalized junior high school have contact 'with many

more students during a school day. ,Junior high school

teachers.may be less familiar with their students

I individually. Blyth, Simmons, 'and Bush (1978) noted an

increase in P dents' perceived anonymity at school that
.

&et

coincides with Gne transition into junior high school. The
4

demands of teaching and evaluating _many more students in a

single academic domain, while sim ltaneously being less

familiar with their individual
,O'

kgrounds and interests,
...,:t---

will presumably shape the instructionel and grading,

. , A

practice
AV
s used by junior high school teachers. While some,

degree of individualized instruction (or, within-classroom

ability grouping) is fairly common during the elementary

school years, instruction" in junior high school is more

often characterized by a whore-class format. As ±a.

consequence, junior high school teachers are more likely to

evaluate their students according to normative performance

within a classroom rather than individual progress or effort

criteria (Gronlund,,1974; Rosenholtz & Rosenholtz, 1981).

Junior high school teachers who evlaluate their students

using 'normative performance stapdards may conlition their

students to engage in social comparison for self-evaluation.

Entering a new environment at junior high school should

heighten stucAnts' uncertainties about their performance in

new social and academic roles. To reduce these heightened
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uncertai-nties, students may increase their social comparison

behavior (Festinger, 1954). Prom a stedt,nt's perspective,

entering a new school environment4at jUnior high school may

make it difficult to interprtt current math 'performance

outcomes by comparing them to past performance outcomes in

elementary school. Although many early adolescents are

capable of self-evaluation through both autonomous

achievement standards (e.g., own pest performance). and

social comparison achievementtstandardi (Suls & Sanders,

1982; Veroff, 1969), students who have recently made a

school transqt,ion may discount their elementary school

experien'ces as irrelevant for current self-evaluation and

rely more heavily on social comparisoninformation in their

junior high school classrooms.

Whereas the transition into new classroom environments

at junior high school can be expected to increase students'

social comparison of abilities generally, the transition

from heterogeneous elementary classrooms to homogeneous,

ability-grouped junior high school classrooms can be

expected to inhibit this increase. There ore two lines of

argument for expecting lower social comparison of abilities

i homogeneous cies:grooms, to which students have been

assigned on the basis of prior performance in a subject

area,

FestiAger (1954) has argued that there exists a human

drive to obtain accurate information about one's abilities

and that people gather this information through social
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comparison. One of the key detprminants of engaging in .

social comparison, in his analysise'is-uncertaytal about
411

one's ,ability. To the extent that a student feels

uncertain, thet4will exist a drive to reduce the

uncertainty through social comparison. Homsgeneous

grouped' classrooms, where students have been assigned on the

basis of past performance in an academic subject, have

already reduced much of the uncertainty about one's ability

and should therefore remove much of the motivation to engage

in social comparison. Uncertaint about one's ability

should be most acutely reduced i the student perceives that

ability-based classroom assignments are relatively

permanent. To the extent that stable ability-grouping

practices are more common in junior high' schools than in

elementary schools, social comparison of abilities should be

'reduced.

Homogeneous ability-grouped classrooms should also

generate less social comparison of abilities because of the

lower climpsgille of social comparison information

obtained within such 'classrooms. Trope (1975, 1979, 4980,

1982; Trope & Ben -air, 1982; Trope & Brickman, 1975) has

argued that pople are motivated to select and perms -s'f on

tasks thlg are,diagnostiNs of their ability;' His concept Of

diagnosticity assumes that ability inferences area made by \

comparing one's own performance outcomes with4)ther members

of one's reference group. if everyone's grade on a math

test is ne5ly the same, the test is not obviously
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diagnostic of math ability. To the extent that different

students receive different grades, the test can be

diagnostic of ability (and of effort) . Heterogeneous

classrooms provide more diagnostic performance outcomes on

the whole, precisely because the range of performance

outcomes in such\classrooms is much broader than in

homogeneous abilit -- grouped classrooms. In heterogeneous

classrooms social ,co patison becomes an effective means for

making' ability self-as essments. Because the incidence of

between-classroom abil4 grouping increases in junior high

school, and students' most' visible referinse groups are

therefore more homogeneoue, ocia1 comparison ,behavior, would

be expected to diminish in hom geneous junior h gh school

k
classrooms.

Finally, there is reason ,to e pect a positive

relationship (in schools that practi ,e between-classroom

grouping by ability) between classroo ability-level and

frequency of social classroom behavior .\ By making

'performance cemp.elsons with their classM tes, students at

the uppeit end of an abi,ity distribution c n both gain

information about their ability and maintai \a fai/ora

self-presentation (Cruder, 1977; Tessar & Ca4bell, 1982).

High ability students run the risk of embarrassAng others in

this social comparison process (Brickman & I3ulman, 1977);

however, the pressure to avoid social comparison should be

greater for low-ability students who run the risk of

embarraneing themselves when rover make performance
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comparisons. if they do not .avoid social comparison

altogether, low-ability students Can perhaps minimize

negative self-evaluation by comparing themselves with their'

classmates on a performance 'dimension (e.g., speed of

performance) that is not'artanifestly diagnostic of personal

competence.

To the extent that an ability dimension is important to. 4

students, they can be expected to value self-evaluation on

that ability dimension. if one assumes that students in

high-ability elassrOoms tend to value their academic

subjects more, then they can be expected to engage in more

self-evaluation. Of course, valuing ability in an academic

subject may imply valuing self-evaluation on that ability,

dimension without implying greater social comparison

behavior. Some students may perceive social comparison as

irrelevant to self-evaluation of an ability (Levine, 1983).

Students may instead use autonomous self-evaluation

standards (Suls & Sanders, 1982; Veroff, 1969).

Nevertheless, the most parsimonious hypothesis would be that

both types of self- evaluati ©n increase as classroom ability;

level (and presumably the perceived value of academic

subjects) increases.

In summary, social. comparison of abilities is expected

to increase as students make the transition from self-

ontained elementary classrooms to departmentalized junior

MO schools. This general increase should-be offset to

some degree f(,,r tzltuOntt; who make a yantlition ham
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heterogeneous elementary classrooms to homogeneous ability-
,

4

grouped junior hi4h school ciassrooms, F inal.ly, within ,the

junior high schools that pracl\ice between-classroom grouping

by abOJty, a positive relati4sh.ip between-blassroom

And freguncy of socialcompariSon behaeloi is

expected.

Effects of the school trAnsition on achi*emenurelated

12g1,..1111AMI,Yakatli

Eccles, Midgley, and Adler (in press) review several

studies that demonttrate (1) decolines !- students'

achievementrrelated beliefs and values from upper-elementry

school years onward, (2) particularly steep declines when

students make the transition from elementary-school to

junior high school, and (3) specificity of these effects to
V

mathematics but not to English subject, areas. For instance,
Sok

Brush (1980) and Eccles, Adler, Futterman, Goff, Itaczala,

Meece, and Midgley (1983) document' sharp declines associated

with, the transition into junior high school,for math task

value and confidence in one's ability in math, but no

similar declines in English. Eccles et al. (in p:ess)

suggest that this pattern of effects cannot be,adequately

evlained by cognitive-maturational factors; systematic

qtade%felated changes in the classroom environment must be

taken into account, re pat'icular Eccles and her

co114)guqs suggest that a heightened emphiiin on ability

ielf-af;sessment In j,unlor high nchaol classronmt", iti
4,
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responsibke tor observed decjines in math. viqlue and sedf--,

concept Of ,math abitity.

The transition from elementary school to juni.or high
/0.

srJool frequently involves a,tranSition from a school that

drcHts nob'practice betweori-classroom grouping by ability to a

school that does, In a meta-analysis of research on

betweenxlassroom abi4ty qrouping at the secondary schoo3

level, Kulik and Kulik (1982) conclude that 4nomogeneous,
f

ability-grouped classrooms do ht differ from heterogeneous

(.;fassrooms i.n their.effects -on students' self-concept of

aollity, though students.in ability-grouped classes do

develop,more positive attitudes toward the subjects tifiy are-

. studying Reuman,l,iiLer,.and Eccles (1983) have argued

that meaninfgful relationshipsbetween'-ability groupi.ng

,self-concept of ability will b missed by aggregating

homogeneous Classrooms that very in ability level, As Kullk

and Kulik.(198Z) did.

In addition tO individual diffrences in motivation to

evaluate one's own abilities through social comparison, the

nature of the reference group useci in this evaluation

process will determine how favorable one's self-evaluation

wiIi be. Schools without between-Classroom abiljty grouping

pr6ctices ".rate more heteroaeneous classroom re.erence

groups than sc'hools with bkweencia Jrollm abiflty groupinq

Students in herroqeneous classrloms may encourdged lo

)mpare thf.Amelves with others who are more divrse in

obity th0r own ::.laf-room. HOh 4bilty AvIc)itt

4,

s'

C
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.r oT1c,if Itc4! OUtitioe Migh

hoter6qeneous Clasroom themsve*
..o3bstantially less abl s r tii.,/ how (.Qap.M}it-

they themselves ar; Ow ability .students I twteroQeneauf;

''0.asst,Qrs,may vompare themselves 'with suhstantialty morT

able student. and Maqgereur how Jncapable they themselves.

high-ability studentc horlogeneou,

ability-grouped, cIr4ssrooms. may'undoly loWer 0-#Pir s;41f-

oncoro of abillity to the extent that they fiyvatuate

.themserlves in comparison to their 1.,,ery Ir.alent,ed clostmotos,

Low-abllity students in hnmaryttneou.,i., abilitv,fleoupp&
- ,

clapsrooms may raise their self.-oncept M math ability

the et that they eval4ate themselves in compari5on t6

their not-s;1-t4lented classmatf0s,. In sum, high-ability

students in homagepeous, ability-qr&uped r,l,as)7t10ms may hit'

lower se41 -coneepts pi ability than equallvhigh-ability

studnts,in heterogeneous classnotms,,where*s tow-ahiiity

stvdents, in homogeneod&, ability-grouped classumms mzty have

hilher self-t,oncepts of ability than equally low-abilttyw,. .

r;tudenl.q in heiterogenees.u.9 classrooms. ATI-A.r aggreatling,_ _ . ,- .,

ver abill,ty levels nrYwmralllean (-W.i.i?rtnnce in self,-

:r:oncTpt of abil,04 bPtwePti homoirneoke h.ekereJleno

rianqm.,mn w6utd t.;P! obriPrvel, arcord-460

prk!nent analyi would .7.A.e4:.itly be itncor.cF,L.:,,t

grot.Ipll '04d wv ofn
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to ,;;unior hoh school (due to increased emphasis oo self-

ev,aluation). CdntmLlingJO'' grade level and aggregating

over homogeneous clasarooms tnat vary in ability level,

self-concept of ability should not differ for

homogeneous- versus heterogeneous-ability classrooms:

hQPIr within schools that practice between-classroom

grouping by ability, classroom ability level should he

positlyely related to,math value and self-concept of math

ablltty,

tiStIbod

54Elat

This sample includes 291 students in 14 classrooms.

Two of the 14 classrooms consist of fourth and fifth

waders, two classrooms consifit of only fifth graders, nine

cIassroms'consist of seventh gradersi and on classroom

-,one,:JiPts 'of eighth-graders. All students participated, on a

voluntary basis. The 291 students represent 14 percent of

the students enrolled in thestr14 classrooms.

The clawirooms were dro-m hom two public school

0$:;Jricris in southeastern Aitihiqao. In bat districts

todent5 makt, a trilnsition into junior high school at

qrativ, In Mtn klistrict,F,, departmentalized

ih nothmacs begin at sfwetith grodic, Th two

Oiffer respert to their abilii4-grouping

mnthc",arix at t:h4 Oniof hihh school leve).

stutint pai-ate mwh closfoo05 in

'1w aqh nar!J,',1 or the iTt,)Sli
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performance in math. .Students in this district are/ ,assigned

either to homogeneous "high ability", "regular ability", or

"low abi'ity" classrooms. B contrast, the second school
=

'district hag no policy .f or assigning junior high school

students to separate classrooms on the basis of prior

academic performance. The absence of a policy for assigning

students tc, separate classrooms is indicated by calrinci'such.

classrooms heterogeneous in ability. In the 14 classrodms

in this simple, no teacher separated stu4ents into distinct

ability croups within g. classroom. Table 1 shows the number

of participants in the sample according to grade level

(aggregated to distinguish simply "upper elemeriVary" versus

"junior high" school classrooms), student sex, and between -

classroom ability-grouping practices used in math.

Ziestionnaire administration

4

Survey questionnaires were administered to students in

their classrooms during the time they normally would have

had mathematics instruction. Because data relevant to a

large number of constructs were to be collected, three forms

of the student questionnaire were developed. Certain items

ppeared on all three forms; other items appeared on two or

one of the, !ormse The forms were randdiply distributed

within each classroom soth that least a third of each

r,lass responded to each item,

The questionnaire Orluded eight indica'tors'of

:..rtari:,,4room social co4),arison and competition in math (see

Tab1e 2). The quecmiviriaire al:,;(i included four indicatorT1

4
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of self-concept of math ability and three indicators of math,

value (see Table 3).

Restilta

csoatusthcao_ corngarisort and

0

,A principal components analysis of the eight indicators

of social comparison and competition in math yielded three

characteristic roots greater than 1.00 Both Kaiser's

crieerion (Kaiser, 1970) and a scree test (Cattelle 1966;

'Cattell t Jaspers; 1967) suggested empirical differentiation

of three sets o4 items. Three factors were therefore

extracted in a subsequent common factor analysis and rotated

both to a VARIMAX and to an OBLIMIN solution. Because

correlations among common factors in the OBLIMIN solution

were not significantly diffirent from zero, the VARIMAX-

°rotated factor structure was chosen as the basis for

constructing composite measures. The 3-factorpodel of

these indicators of ethin-classroom social compaFison and

competition displays simple structure.

The two items that load univocally on Factor I (see

Table 2) both tap the frequency with which students make

comparisons of perf ormance outcomes. The three items that

load univocally on Factor 11 suggest a' dimeilsion of

interpersonal competition in math. These items tap rivalry

based on speed of performance. Finally,, the three items

that load univocally on Factor III suggest a dikension of

5tudent5,' invesment in outperformint their classmates in

A, 5

f
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math, These_ items share an emphasis on the demonstration of

superior personal competence and effort. Unit-weighted'

composites were constructed for"the items that load at or

above .40 on each factor. Cbrrelations between Factors

through III and their corresponding unit-weighted composites

are .986, .992, and .998, respectively. '?his degree of

empirical.covariation between factor scores and unit,- .

weighted composites, as well es the 'expectation that

findings based on unit-weighted composites will suffer less

shrinkage in replication studies (Dawes & Corrigan, 1974);

prompt the decision to analyze unit-weighted composites

representing these three dieng.ions of social comparison and

competition iniMath. 1

Analysis plan

Using effect coding, ode dummy variable was created fo

sex. (S: coded 1 if female and -1 if male), and four d

variables were created for the fire catdgories of grad

level and grouping (G1: coded 1 if a stlAdent is pl3 ed in a

heterogeneous upper-elementtiry classrooms, -1 if 171aced in a
7

homogeneous "high ability" junior high 'school Oassroom, and

0 otherwise; G2:- coded 1 if a student is pla6d in a

heterogeneous ,junior high school classroom,/ -1 if placed in

a homogeneous "high ability" junior high,school classroom,

and 0 otherOse# G3: coded 1 if a stU4nt is placed in a

homogeneous "low ability" junior bighitchool classroom, -1

if placed in a homogeneous "high ability" junior high ,school

classroom. and 0 otherwise; and G4, coded 1 is 9 student is
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placed in 3 homogeneous "'regular ,ability" junior high school

classroom, -1 if placed in a homogeneous "high 'ability"

junior high. school classroom and 0 otherwise') . Y:ross-
.

products of ttie!e variables were computed to capture

interaction effects.

Beginning with the saturated.model that included all

possible linear effects of sex, grade "eveligrouping, and

their cross-products on a dependent lariable,'a stepWise
0

multiple regreSsion procedure with backward elimination of

terms was performed. Non-significant terms (2 > .05) were
fe

'trirnAtd from-the model, with the constraint that any lower-

. order term nested in a significant highei;;04rder term.would

be retained, regardless of its own 2-value. Because the

independent variables were created with effect coding,

significant terms in a trimmed regression model may be

interpreted as significant deviations of that predictor

category from the grand mean of the dependent variable for

the sample.

Antecedents of social coma arisolumllammAjAjlw,Iljnath

This procedure Ied to the following trimmed regression

model when "Compare math papers and report cards" is the

dependent variable:

Predicted values of "Compare math papers and report

cards" u

-.43***G1 .32***G2.

P-squaed for this model, is .186 (overall N . 261.

Coefficients are betas; one-, two-, or three asterisks

(1)
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following! a coefficient denote 2-values less than or equal

to .05, .01, and .001; respectively.). Mean predicted values

derived from this standardized regression equation are

displayed in Table 4A. Coefficients in Table 4A may be read

as mean standard score deviations from the grand mean of the

dependent variable.

The pattern of social comparison behavior shown in

Table.4A fs consistent with hypothe-sized effects of the

transition into junior high school and between-classroom

ability gioupfng practices. First, social Comparison'

behavior increases from upper-elementary classroomS'to

junior high"School. Second, this increase is more

pronounced tor students who continue into heterogeneous

classrooms in junior high, school, than for,students who

enter homogeneous, ability-grouped classrooms.

(Alternativelll'one might say that junior high school

students engage in more social comparison invheterogeneous%

classrooms than, in homogeneous, ability-grouped classrooms).

Finally, within homogeneous junior high school classrooms

there is a weak positive relationship between classroom

ability-4evel and frequency of social comparison among

students.

The same analysis strategy led to the following trammed

regression model when "ComPetition" is the dependent

variable:

Predicted values of "Competition" a

-.18**S 4, .16*G1 - .16*G2 .32***G3. (2)
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R-squared for this model is ,." i (overall N = 233).. Mean

ptedicted values derived from this standardized regression

equation tare displayed in Table 4B.

The pattern of competitive behavior shown in Table. 4B'

is quite unlike the pattern of.Social comparison behavior:in

Table 4A. First, boys are significantly more likely* than

girls to.Say that.competition occurs.frequently in 'their

clas,srooms. It may be that boys are more likely to

characterize their classrooms this way because they

themselves are either the perpetrators or the targets of

such competitive acts. It is also evident in Table 413 that

competition is inversely related to classroom ability-level

in junior high schools 'that practice between-classrooM

ability grouping. Finally, competition shows a grade-

related decline, especially within heterogeneous classrooms.

One might suppose that older students in this sample, as

well as students in high-ability classrobmsr, are. More likely.

to believe that, relative speed is not a reliable indicator

of relative competence in problem-solving.

The trimmed regiession model for predicting "Investment

in outperforming classmates" is.:
0

Predicted values of "investment in outperforming

classmates"

.10S 4, .05G2 .24**SxG2. (3)

R-squared for this model is .050 (overall. N 168)0 Mean

predicted values derived from:this equation are shown in

Table 4C.
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The sex 'by abil'ity-grouping interactiOn may be

described in 'two wa31. Girls in homogeneous high-ability

classrooms are more likely than bow's in the same classrooms

to say thiy area nvested in outperforming their (high-

ability) classmates. Alternatively, boys in heterogeneous

classrooms are more likely than girls in the same classrooms

to say they are invested in outperforming their

(heterogeneous ability) classmates. High-ability junior

high schoOl girls in this 'sample are setting' a more

difficult level- of aspiration for themselves than are high-

pbility junior high school boys. By trying.toioutperform

other high' achievers, these girls may be more likely to

experience disappointment. As was 'the case with

"Competitionv,' the antecedents of "Investment in

outperforming Classmates" differ markedly from the

antecedents of "Compare math papers and report cards".

ConstructOMSLSSM120119LESMIUMUOL=MCZUZL111102

ability and math_task value'

A principal components analysis of the seven indicators

of self-concept of math ability and math value yielded two

characteristic roots greater than 1.00. Both Kaiser's

criterion and a scree test suggested empirical

differentiation of two sets of items. Two factors were

therefore extracted in .a common factor. analysis and allowed

to rotate to an OBLIMIN solution.

Four items load univocally (greate than .400) on,

Factor 1, which will be named "Self-concept of math
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ability"; three items load univocally on Factor' pwcnamed

"Math value" (see Table 3)% The correlation i*tween these, ,

two primary factors is .22. Correlations, between Factors I

and II ard corresponding unit-weighted co osites are .992

and .986. Becauseof this substantial/ovariation, the
,/

unit-weighted`composites represerttin% "Self-concept of math

ability" and "Math value" will be"/Used as, dependent

variables in,the regression analyses that follow. 1

Ant.eced of "Sel,flath j21-11 And wMath

value"

When "Self-concept of math ability is analyzed as a

function, of grade level, ability-grouping in math, and .

student sex, the following'trimmed regression model results:'

Predicted values of "Self-concept of math ability" et

.22*G1 W .27**G4. (4)

R-squared. for this model is .054 (overall N e 161). Mean

predicted values.derived from this standardized regression

equation are displayed it Table 5A.

The pattern of "Self-concept of math ability" seen in

Table 5A is consistent with two hypotheses and inconsistent

with respect to the third.. As expected, "Self-concept of

math ability" declines'from upper-elementary classrooms to

junior hio school. Also as expected there is no apparent

mean difference in "Self7concept" between junior high school,

students, when students are grossly aggregated into

heterogeneous versus homogeneous classrooms. Contrary to

expectation, there is no evidence of a positive relationship
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between classroom ability-level and "Self-ccincept of math

ability". Students in low-ability junior high school

classrooms may not show lower "Self-concept of math ability"

than other homogeneously grouped junior high school students

because of differential selection factors operating with

this simple. The overall participation rate in these

homogeneous, low-abllity classrooms was 60 percent, compared

to a 74 percent participation rate for the sample as a

whole. It is possible that only the most self-assured

;students in low-ability classrooms would volunteer to

participate in a study that 'examined their academic

weaknesses.

when "Math value" is analyzed as a function of grade

level, ability-grouping in math, and student sex, the

following trimmed regression model results:

Predicted Values of "Math value" e

.16t01 e .22*G3. (5)

R-sqpared for this regression model is .035 (overall IT

163). Mean predicted values derived from the standardized

regression equation are displayed in Table 5B.

Althouhthe effects on "Math value" are weak°, they are

generally consistent with expectations. "Math value"

declines from upper-element ry classrooms to junior higi

school. There is no substantial mean difference in "Math

value" between junior high dchool students, when students

are aggregated into gross categories corresponding to

heterogeneous versus homogeneous classrooms. Within
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homogeneously-groupe0 junior high school classrooms,

classroom ability-level is positcvely related to "Math

value".

21GMSA12.1.1

'These findings emphasize a need to differentiate

vprious-classroom social cOmparison behaviors of 'early

adolescents. "Comparing math papert and report cards",

"Competition", and "Investment in outperforming one's

classmates" are factorially multi-dimensional and show

diatfnct relationships to classroom variables associated

with the transition into junior high school. "Comparing

math papers and report cards" shows an expected increase

from upper - elemental y to junior high school classrboms. As

expected, thirty social comparison behavior is also higher° n'

heterogeneous compared to homogeneous ,junior high school

classrooms, and it shows a modest positive relationship to

classroom ability level within homogeneous ability-grouped

junior high schoot classrooms. "Competition" and

"Investment in outperforming one's classmates" do not show

similar reletions 'o grade level and between-classroom

ability-gr. .ping practices.

Classroom variable associated with the transition into

junior high school may differentially affect these three

social comparison composites because of the different

functions of social comparison behavior to which the

composites refer. The indicators of "Compare mqth groCies

and report cards" are not explicit abolit the functifon of
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this social comparisbn behavior. ft is posiible that

students examine their classmates' grades in math in'order

to. evaluate their own ability, tq evaluate their classmates'

ability,. or to find an exemplary student from whom one might
4 '

learn ,hoa, to improve one's -own math skills. It is also

poss.ible that students'look at their classmates' math gradqs °

for reasons that are not ability-related; for .example, to

strike pp a. conversation, with an attractive plaSsmate or to

Telieve boredoM orfrustration duriAg the school day. , On
0

the other hand, indicators of "Competition" and"InVestment- ,

in outperforming one's classmates"Amphasize particular

functions of social comparison behaviors while leaving

unspecified the social comparison bahaviors themselves.

Implicit in trying to be the first one done' in yiath is a

social comparison act, alertness to relative speed of

.performance. Implicit in trying to do better than one's

rlassmates in math is a social comparison, act, attentiowto

relative quality of.perlormance within the classroom.

Expectancy-value theoriei of achievement' motivation

lead one to expect that declines in self-concept of math

ability and math value, as observed here at the transition

into junior high school, will lead to diminished long-term

persistence in mathematics. If students believe that they

must perform well in math in seconda y schriol In orHer to

have the opportunity' to pursue math-related fields in

college and corclers, then believing that they not

ropat:.le of slit c' !.,;s in junior high chool th should
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diminish their motivation to continue in the mult-iple-step

achievement path (Raynor, 1982). Declines in self-concept

of math ability in )uniorhigh school shoLld weaken

ttudents' resolve to continue taking math. when it becomes an

elective subject in high school. Similarly, Eccles et

al # (.1983) have found than math value is positively related
,

tp students' intentions to take more math when it becomes an
0.

elective in high school. By identifying modifiable

classroom cLaracteristics that bring about declines it) self-,

concept of.math ability and math value, One would hope that

, these trends could be countered.

Links between social comparison of abilities, in the

classroom, self-concept of ability, and task value require

attention in future research' i the one hand, positive
1

covariatton between social comparison behavior and self-

concept of ability was hypothesized insofar as high-ability

students can both obtain accurate information about their

abilities and- maintain,a favorable self-presentation through

social comparison, vhreas- students can obtain

ar,xurate information about their abilities only at the

expense of a favorable self-presentation. Similarly,

covariation between social comp,irison and task

value was hypothesited. Students who wilue an ability can

bf, eYpec.tPd to value tie1f-evaluatio7 on Oat abi)i1:1/,

d,merwiein; qfoirs.YA comparisfIn i!; one mParl; of a!,,,seing

Obitya
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At first glance, the hypothevl,s dc-, not sqire with

trends .observed at the transition lato junior high whotA

fOr social comparison behavior in mathematics claisroomfl,

self-concept of 'math ability, and math value, Speci(ically,

"coM'paring matt/ grades and report card increased at the

-transition into junior high schoul, wheras ;self-concept of

math ability and math value decreased. These tteri would

seem to suggest that "comparing math grades ant report

cardsis inverse* related to self-coacept of math ability

and td math valuq, It is gossible that strurtoral r2hances

e, in schools that 6)ccur at the transition into junior high

school elevate mean levels of social comparison behaviors

and lower mean 1=15 of self-c0Lcept and task .value,

without changing the relatjag22;4Gpn of individuals On_

.social comparison, self-concept, and task value dimensioch.

!f this interpretation were correct, the magnitude of a
4

(presumably positive) correlation between 5ocial .comparison

behavior and self-roncept t ability (;!r task value) would

stay constant cver the perld of the transition into iunivr

h 'h school* even though mean level5 of soal e:.omparn

beYwvior and !3elf-concept.(or task valucl) hoo moqed in

. opposte directIonN, HowevW, areptmg thiv. _A9Trf.J6,tioi

vould AU,* forl:e I1fl1 tA4 conOodi,): that the fp9stivs0

c:'ovaratiDn i comparon :4hd ,50figwl of

461ity (or taNk value) Ijoe,2; f7p: e'410 1 dic4n1

cooritioh 0!.tvePfl t,hoe
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coneptof ability had been the result of a direct oausal

path from self-toncept to social comparisons theh decreases

in self-concert of ability, observec, at the torans.tion into

junior high schools should have caused dastgases in social

eimpar,son behaviors not the observed increases in social

..ccupaison behavior. Whether school structural changes

produce changes in self-concept of bath ability (or math ,

value) that in turn produce changes in sial comparison,

or whether some other causal sequence exists, cannot be

tested with 'the current cross-sectional data

Future research.on consequences of the transition into

junior high school could ue improved in at least two,

important ways. Frsts many AA the intervening variables

that have been included in this theoretical analysis have

not been measured directly k! an argumentsuggests that

the transition into junior high school increases student

soca1 Wimparison behavior because junior high school.

10achers are less familiar with their students individually

and are more likely to,evaIuate them using normative

performance standards ineior high $chools then the

intervening variables (eacher familiarity with students and

her gradinq practices) shoul0 be measured directly. A

f.econd important means to improve future research on

:InrJiecluences of the transition into junior high school woulci

be to frame such reseach in quasi-experimental designs

Campb01, :1979). To particular, mokiny

OA tk, skime stedPDts befor and att(pr they
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experience the transition into junior high school would

allow researchers to reach much less equivocal conclusions

than is posible within the current 'cross-seational design.
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d a Footnotes

1
All regressi6-analyses, reported below with unit-

weighted cOmposites as dependent variables were also
4'

, performed.with.single items dependent variables. Effects
,

found with the coMposite dependent variables were found with.

each of their ,Component items as well.

2
Unfortunately, indicators, of social'comparidon and

competition were often not included on t'7e mame

questionnaire forms that included indicat . of self-cons ept _

of math ability and math value. Becaust this problem

with non-overlapping forms, at least two-tniids and

typically all upper-elementary students would be excluded

from Multivariate analyses involving indicators of both

social comparison (or competition) and'self-do ncept of math

obility .(or math value). Consequently, it is not possible

here to analyze effects of the transition into junior high

school, mediated by social comparison behavior, on self-

concept of math ability (or,math value). Similarly; it is

not possible to analyze effects of the transition in junior

high school, ,mediated by self-concept of math ability (or

math value), on social comparisdn behavior.
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Table 1

NUmber. of Participants by

Grade Level, Student Sex, and Ability-

Grouping Practices in 'Math

Sex
Ability;Grouping

in 'Math

Grade Level'

Upper
Elementary

Junior High
School ,

Oproaftra.....mpeon

Male 'Heterogeneous : 42 33

Homogeneous: High, - x. 15

Somogeneous: Regular x 16

Homogeneous. ". Uni

Female 1.terogeneous 43 59

Homogeneous: High x 30

Homogeneous: Regular x 20

Homogeneous: Low 11



Table 2

Indicataa of Within-ClaserOPm SoCial ComparlsOn and CoMpetition.

107.1.11114

Cospare Plath,Popers and Report Cards*

when math papers are handed back, we show each other
how we Old

;When report verfil bOme Out, we tel each Other
whet we got in math,

--:"'Coepetition*

Some students in this class make fun of kldfi
who answer moth question, wrong or meke mistakes

Some kids try to be the first ones to answer
meth tptee4tone the teacher

Soma kids .try to-te the first ones dbne In math

'investment An 0 st0OrfOrMIng CI(V'SMateiVs

.Going better in Meth then other ntudfots in my classroom
11 Important

tampare how hard I try in math to how hard other atodenta
try In my ClAnftrooM.

TryInct hmrdnr In with than other studonta in my classroom
if.1 Important to mo.

amo,yor.,.uo,.

Response format

l'not very of ten'
4evitry often

11,not very often
ewvery often

',not very often
ewvery often

very'Often
41,very often

lenot.very often
4every often.

lvstrongly disagree
liTstrongly Agree

t'never
70very often

strongly disogreo
lostrongly atiree

r



Table 3

Indicators of Self-Concept of Math Ability and Math Value

1111.911:14.11.1.1.1.4Foln...glepwwi

. .

'Self-Concept of Math Abillti"-

LHOwCgond at math aro you?.

If you wore to rank all the students in your math olasa from
the worst t6 the best in meth, whores would you out yourself?

Compered to mnst of your other school subidiwta, how good
are yOu at math?

How well do you think you will do In math this year?

"Math Value'

Response format

Pinot al all good
7mvery qood

1-the worst
it,the best

',much worse
70much better

1.-mnot at all well
7myery well

In general, how useful 13 :what you learn In meth? lmnot at all useful
',every useful

19 the amount of effort it will take
this year worthwhile to you

rOr mn, helng ilonfi at math Is

to do wnI1 in math IsInot vary worthwhile
7,1,very worthwhile

Imnot at all important
/Nyttry important

1u,,seoemna.orryowee-xLeas....tr.meatm..x4...,r4 0.....e.s".-..cwatarnea*(..cstoowamegra
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Table 4A

Mean Predicted Values of

"Compare Math Papers and ROport Cards"

Grade Level

Sex

.1sol

Abi'_ity-Grouping
in Math

4.1.6.1.eratmorlibramme 01.411.1.1.0.57MML.MF.

Upper Junior High
Elementary School

v

Male Heterogeneous .76
(29)

Homogeneous: High

Homogeneous: Regular

Homogeneous: Low

.40
(33)

X r19
(15)

-.66
X16)

Female Heterogeneous -.76
(26)

'Homogeneous: High

Homogeneous: Regular

Homogeneous: Low

menouvxst.tirlusevawentemayrones.-

Note. Cell n's ire in parentheses.

U,

,-.66-
(22)

.40
(59)

,19
(30)

-.06
(20)

-.06

0.0/fle ifitrle09/1/40,11.0//ffekeeilYI MAI Def.
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Table 49

Mean Predicted Values of

7Competiti9n"

Grade Level
Ability-Orouping

in ,/Math Upper Junior High
Elementary School

4.11w. ...10.10.11.ormerilm.011.1111.

Male Heterogeneous

. Homo eneous: High

Ho ogeneous: Regular

Homogeneous: Low

.58
(17)

x

.07
.(33)

-.31
(15)

x :30
(15)

.85
(21)

Female Heterogeneous .22 -.28
(12) (59)

r.t

Homogeneous: High

Homogeneous: Regular

Homogeneous: Low

Note. Cell n's are in parentheses.

x

x

x

-.67
(30)

-.06
(20)

.50
(11)
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Table 1)C.

Mean Predicted Values of

*Investment in OptperforMing Classmates*

Sex
Ability-Grouping

in Math

Male Key.terf6geneou

Homogenepus: High

Homogeneous: Regular

Homogeneolis: Low

Grade Level
ImberkwaaalaMMIN.MawfwooraNesoraffaublrowomin.li 441.1Wills01.011.1.1.t

Upper . Junior High,
Elementary School

-.51
U0)

(10r

Femage Heterogeneous .09 -.15
(16) (44)

Homogepeous: High x s .34-
(20)

Homogeneous: Regular' x 09
-(14)

Homogeneous: Low x .09
(6)

Note. Ceil n's are .n parentheies.
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Table SA

Mean Predir.ted Values of

"Self-Condt.pt of Math Ability

sporArc...frrirdatressmroftwIN011iammillegrelaiffift, w.Ogw..WJCra.wwc.1..........TYPAa4odPrmftom.

Sex
Ability-Grupinq

in Math .ppper junior High
,Elementary School

Grade Leve4------ VOIR144.118.410.00111012.56'

WARIWWWW..14241.

Male Heterogeneous

Homogeneous: High

Homogeneous: Reciular

Homogeneous: Low

.35
(22)

(X0

Female Heterogeneous,

Homogeneous: High
(20)

Homogeneous!! Regular x -48
(12)

Homogeneov.9t Low x -JO

NOtP. Ce I n's are in parc,i)t.hsf,,
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1'.

Table SE

Mean Predicted Values of

Nath,Value*
,411441114.41404.01.1,44114.1444.44NINPM

Sex'
Ability-Grouping

in Math

Grade Level
pwilMar10111.0140..1.4.44.10410,

Upper Junior High
Elementary School

otirswastallaw.aroves...sa...

Male Heterogeneous .26 ^-.01
(12) (23)

Homogeneous: High . x .10
(11)

Homogeneous: pegular -;01
(10)

Momogeneiws: 14711
(14)

Female 14etero4eneous .2.6.

(15) (37)

Homgeneous: High x' .10
(20)

HomDgeneous:, Regular x -.01
(1.3)

Homogeneous: Low x
(6)

Noto, cq11-n's are in parentheses.


